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Happy New Year! I hope you had a great time relaxing with family and
friends during your holiday break. We had some coughs but at least we
didn't have the fevers and vomiting. Keep up the hand washing (at least 20
seconds) and encourage the kiddos to cough and sneeze towards the floor
(and use their elbows not their hands). If children are exposed to others
that are ill let me know so I can be on the lookout for symptoms. Thanks so
much.
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Thanks for all the winter gear for your child. I make every effort to
go outside daily. Temps can become colder or warmer than expected at a
moment's notice. It is important to always have gear available. When the
temps become dangerously frigid I use common sense and caution. I factor
in the current temp and wind chill factor and plan accordingly. I will plan
alternative indoor activities when it is not safe to be out.
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I feel so blessed to have the crew I have. I have great kiddos and
families. I still have one preschool slot to fill. Please pass on the info that I
am looking for a client 2-5 years of age to round out our crew.
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It has been brought to my attention that it would be nice to park next
to another parent in the driveway. This would allow another parent to pull in
also. No one wants to have to walk from the street in these frigid temps.
Please pull to one side or the other of the driveway. Thanks so much!
F.Y.I… I have one vacation day and four emergency days remaining
until May 31st, 2015. I am tentatively planning on using my final vacation day
for Friday, April 17th to attend the annual Teaching Parents Association
Convention.
Heather Bridgwater
Fruit of the Spirit Early Learning

